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Are there Guidelines for the Performance of
Mozart's Works?

by Max Rudolf

Max Rudolf (1902-1995), the eminent conductor, renowned for
performances of Mozart and Strauss opera repertoire, and a teacher who
played an influential role in the training and guidance of two generations
of American conductors, was a member of Friends of Mozart and
contributed this essay in 1979, only a few years after the organization's
establishment. Since its original publication, Friends of Mozart has often
received requests for it and is pleased to reprint it. Here, Rudolf addresses
issues of interpretation at the very time-it must be snessed-that the
historical performance movement was becoming a growing influence on
methods and styles of musia-making of mid- and late-I8th-century
repertoires, including that of Mozart. Rudolf embodied a broad European
musical training and sensibility and a life-long critical inquiry and
commitment to music that distinguished his achievement and at the same
time opened the path to later generations and colleagues, including
Nikolaus Harnoncourt, John Eliot Gardiner, and Rend Jacobs.

If we look for readily applicable rules, accepted and practiced by a
majority of performers and teachers, the answer to the question posed
above is negative. If, however, we content ourselves with a survey of
present usage by comparing various readings of Mozart's works, live or
recorded, we might list characteristics that interpretations have in common
and define others in which they differ. The degree to which discrepancies
outweigh similarities is likely to fluctuate from one work to
another. Whatever the ratio, the lack of unanimity in regard to tempo,
expression, and other details of interpretation is generally recognized.
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Some listeners welcome this diversity, others are partial to a favorite artist to whom they

accord the distinction of being a master of the "Mozart style," unconcerned about other

Mozart admirers who may confer the same honor to a performer with totally different
ideas. Obviously, observations based on comparison do not offer guidelines, but merely

choices influenced by prevailing performance fashions, individual taste, or the force of
habit.

In order to separate transitory musical customs from a composer oriented evaluation,
musicians, when speaking of "Mozart st5ile," ought to refer to tangible criteria, namely to
the way a composition was conceived, notated, and meant to be performed, all in the light
of what one might call Mozart's workshop. To gain insight into his workshop, thorough
knowledge of a score does not suffice. Each single composition must be viewed as apart

of Mozart's total creative efforts. Moreover, we must attempt to piece together a living
picture of his personality as an artist and human being, his musical habits, aspirations,
and preferences. In Goethe's simple words: "Whoever wants to understand the poet must
go to the poet's land."

Several questions come to mind. Is there information to tell us how Mozartconceived,
notated, and performed his music? Did he expect performers to comply with his own
interpretations? Is it possible, under present conditions, to strive for authenticity by
emulating former practices? If so, is it desirable? Finally, how do we explain the
diversity of approach to Mozart among prominent musicians? Limited space permits
only brief answers.

We do not always know the circumstances underlying Mozart's concepion and
composition of a work. Although, in certain cases, a comprehensive study of his letters
and contemporary reports allow conclusions, much is left to an informed guess. Specific
data should therefore be of special interest and one wonders, for instance, why a source
such as Mozart's own German translation of two scenes in Don Giovanni to which he
added colorful stage directions that illustrate his ideas, has gone unnoticed.

[Contemporary research has demonstrated that the German translation to which Rudolf
refers is, in fact, spurious and likely a forgery. Rudolf s essay was written before some of
the groundbreaking musicological work involving analysis of manuscript paper by Alan
Tyson and the study of the evolution of Mozart's handwriting by Wolfgang Plath and
others that led to a reappraisal of a stylistic consideration of certain Mozart works
become widely known.]

Mozart's musical notation is ascertained through autographs and other important sources.
We had long suffered from unreliable editions, but since about 1950 most of the
composer's output has been made available in well-research volumes [a critical edition of
Mozart's complete works, representing the highest scholarly standards, was undertaken
by the International Mozart Foundation in Salzburg; the Neue Mozart Ausgabe or New
Mozart Edition was produced over the period 1956-19911. They should be consulted,
unless a performer wishes to continue playing, or singing, incorrect notes, distorted
rhythms, "modernized" phrasing, or being rnisled by faulty tempo indications. Although



hard to believe, works such as Mozart's "Haffner'o Symphony are still performed from

bowdlerized scores.

For the performance of orchestral music, as for ensemble music in general, Mozart

expected the players to stick to the written text. Solo performers, however, be it in arias,

sonatas, or concertos, were allowed to alter the melodic line by adding ornaments,

changing the rhythm, and inventing variations. To musicians who have been taught

respect for the written note as an article of faith, it seems almost incredible that Moz'art

nof only permitted, but expected, tampering with his music-much in contrast to his

older confrdre Gluck, who rejected this time-honored practice. Mozart still believed that

the ability to add embellishments was an essential part of music education (contradicting

the everything-is-in-the-score theory cherished by some famous twentieth-century

musicians). However, the old textbooks contained a warning: performers who lacked

thorough training in composition and had not acquired a refined taste should keep their

hands off.

In one point Mozart was strict: the choice of tempo. In his words, tempo was "the most

essentiil, the most difficult, and the most important thing in music"--quite
understandably, because the pacing of a composition determines its intrinsic character.

Consequently, Mozart devoted considerable care to marking the speed. In his

manuscripts he would cross out an indication and replace it by another, more appropriate,

tempo category. He went so far as to eliminate the word o'cantabile" in "Andante

cantabile" to prevent too slow a pace. Only by acquiring knowledge in the field can

performers hope to understand the composer's'ideas.

Since Mozart's days, drastic changes have taken place in the performance of music. Not
only the pitch, but sound quality and mechanics of all oru instruments have been altered.

Even more importantly, musical habits, taste, and modes of expression are no longer the

same. Directions as to how to read behind the notes were explained in books of the time,

but have since yielded to perfonnance devices typical of the romantic era. To assume

that the great masters would have welcomed all these changes would be a rather tenuous

speculation. In the case of Baroque music, we have seen a new interest in former

practices. Bach and Handel's works can now be heard in readings that do not stray too

far from the composer's intentions-and this without infringing on the enjoyment of
modem listeners! Lately, musicians have initiated a similar reorientation regarding

Mozart,but so far these efforts remain outside the mainstream of music making.

Those who disapprove of such efforts point to the impossibility of restoring the physical

and mental prerequisites, which are inseparable from each era's artistic creations. They

also direct our attention to the changes in the public's receptivity. Modern man, they say,

lives and feels differently. New approaches are needed to infuse life into musical

masterworks of the past, even if this may cause disregard for former concepts of sound,

phrasing, and emotional expression. Trusting their intuition and their feeling for style

that may be based on recent traditions rather than on factual knowledge, they believe to

serve the great masters of music the best possible way.



Those taking an opposite stand claim to serve a master like Mozart better by trying to

stay close to his own intentions. Although aware of the limitations of their efforts, they

advocate a quest for authenticity, an attitude reflected in the words of Henry James:

"Admitting that ultimate truth is unobtainable is one thing, another is trying to avoid

errors." They also insist that art created in forrner days should be understood and enjoyed

with help olimagination that leads back to the spirit of an era, to the driving force that

produced its works of art.

These differences in attitudes are not related to musical questions alone, but are part of
the theory and philosophy of art. Where does this leave the performer? Stravinsky, in his

Poetics of Music, dealt at length with this problem. He spoke of the o'loving care" to

which performers should commit themselves. Love for a composer, just as for any love

object, caries with it the curiosity to learn as much as possible about him and his work.

Stravinsky also maintained that, while gvery musical performance is unavoidably a sort

of nanslation, performers had to make sure that the original would not, unnoticed by the

public, take on the character of a free arrangement.

Max Rudolf was born in Franffirt, Germany, studied piano and cello, began composing

at 12, and later turned to conductingwith afocused interest in opera. In Germany, he

worked in Freiburg and Darmstadt, then in Prague, and at GOteburg in Sweden, before

moving to the United States in 1940. Beginning in 1945, he served as an assistant

conductor at the Metropolitan Opera, where he remainedfor Ij seasons as conductor.

During the period 1950-58, he was named an assistant manager, acting as musical
administrator and a close adviser to Rudolf Bing, the company's general manager. He

returned to the Met in 1973-75 and led a remarksble 130 performances. He was music

director of the Cincinnati Symphony from ;,958 to 1970 and a guest conductor with most

major (J.5. orchestras. In opera, he was widely regarded for his performances of Mozart
and the bel canto repertoire. Rudolf led the conducting and opera programs at the Curtis
Institute in Philadelphia from 1970 to 1973 and sented on the foculty again from 1983

until his death. As noted above, he was influential educator of musicians,

instrumentalists and singers, as well as conductors, and his book The Grammar of
Conducting r emains fundament al t o the di s c ipl ine.
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